Invite your students and faculty to research and understand the issues, events, people, and places that shape our world.
A series of online databases from the premier history publisher challenges students to evaluate historical evidence, interpret current events, and make comparative analyses – with the goal of developing good historical thinkers.

**Every Database Contains:**

- Articles by well-known historians that model good historical thinking
- A wealth of primary sources, including photographs, video clips, government documents
- Over 15,000 easy-to-read authoritative entries
- Guided search features to help students easily find what they need
- Chronologically and thematically organized lessons with activities
- Topic explorations that allow students to understand complex concepts
- Time-saving tools, including research lists, correlations to state and national standards and major textbooks, and test creators
- Breaking news and analysis of current events, feature stories, and engaging daily activities
- Suggested reading lists for more in-depth research
- Easy export features
**American Government, Release 2.0**

*American Government* connects contemporary issues with the foundations of government and compares the political and economic systems of the United States with those of other countries. Users can learn through a wealth of short biographies, videos, quotes, and primary source documents. *American Government* provides authoritative information, while also moving students toward active, informed, thoughtful citizenship.

**Content includes:**
- Almost 20,000 primary and secondary sources, including documents, images, maps, and audio/video recordings
- Over 1,800 biographies, including every current and past president, Supreme Court justice, governor, senator, and representative
- Directories of continually updated contact information for government entities
- Activities on fundamental concepts such as “Roots of U.S. Government” and “How to Debate an Issue”

**American History, Release 2.0**

From the earliest explorers of the Americas to today’s headlines, *American History* investigates the people, events, and themes of our nation’s evolution. This database moves student researchers beyond the simple memorizing of names and dates toward a deeper understanding of America’s fascinating, complex story—from its earliest origins, westward expansion, social movements, and internal conflicts to contemporary defining moments.

Integrating American politics, science, culture, philosophy, and economics, this authoritative database explores the ongoing development of the United States. Aligned with major textbooks and research-driven best practices, *American History* offers a uniquely complete American history library collection and also serves as a dependable online resource for research-ready reference, projects, and exam preparation.

Created in collaboration with scholars, educators, and librarians, *American History* provides students with citation information at their fingertips and a highly visual and engaging interface.

**Content includes:**
- Nearly 15,000 primary and secondary sources, including photos, government documents, maps, and audio/video clips
- Nearly 3,300 biographies of famous figures such as Sandra Day O’Connor, Hank Aaron, and Robert Redford
- Chronologically and thematically organized content, linking reference, curriculum, and analysis of current events
- Support for different learning styles using a variety of approaches to American history while meeting all standards-based curriculum requirements
- Examinations of the connections between past and future events, with special coverage of issues of continuing relevance

**Issues: Understanding Controversy and Society, Release 2.0**

News sound bites and traditional databases often merely scratch the surface of the most important issues of our time. This database helps students develop an in-depth understanding of how society shapes and is shaped by controversy—with authoritative historical context, expert perspectives, and carefully selected primary and secondary sources on the most enduring, significant, and timely issues.

*Issues* helps student researchers connect past and present with its comprehensive coverage of 150 of the most studied controversies. Students and teachers alike can investigate controversial topics and frame thoughtful questions, supported by the database’s background and reference resources... all leading to the analytical skills required for insightful, well-reasoned answers.

**Content includes:**
- 8,000 diverse entries and a carefully edited collection of primary sources, including speeches, transcripts of court cases, and over 3,200 images and audio and visual files
- Tools that enable students to conduct deep research into historical and modern dilemmas
- A complete historical background and the contemporary status of each issue, providing supporting facts, figures, and timelines
United States Geography, Release 2.0

This interactive database offers teachers, librarians, and students an unbeatable combination of authoritative research sources, standards-aligned lessons and activities, and engaging current events features on all 50 U.S. states. Which state first gave women the right to vote? Which has only one legislative house? This dynamic resource helps student researchers answer these questions and many more. Whether focusing on an individual state or the nation as a whole, United States Geography meets all your students’ state geography needs in one place. Users will find biographies of important political and cultural figures, contemporary and historic Native Americans, and environmental figures. Individual overviews of each state provide a practical introduction and a wealth of additional information. Clioview, an online statistical tool, compares data between states. The user-friendly interface searches topics such as population density, gross state product, natural resources, and more.

Content includes:
- Analysis of significant dilemmas, such as “To what extent should the federal government preserve or conserve natural resources?”
- Nearly 19,000 primary and secondary sources, including political and cultural speeches, acts and laws, maps, and audio/video clips
- Easy access to thousands of entries and continually updated information
- A highly visual interface designed to engage researchers, meeting the needs of different students by offering multiple ways to search an extensive collection

World Geography: Understanding a Changing World, Release 2.0

At a time of increasing globalization and ongoing conflict, it is more important than ever for students to understand the unique characteristics of the world’s nations and people and become informed citizens of the world. World Geography develops students’ global literacy, focusing on the geographic, political, social, economic, and cultural forces that influence our world.

Students can perform advanced searches by region, category, and country and make demographic comparisons between each. The new Analyze section supports student inquiry by examining key questions about current issues around the globe. Users will read balanced feature stories that offer an in-depth look at international issues. Compare data between countries with Clioview, an online statistical tool. The user-friendly interface searches topics such as illiteracy, population growth, natural resources, GDP per capita, and more.

Content includes:
- Nearly 200 country overviews, providing a portrait of each nation’s location and people, recent political history, and economy
- Nearly 1,500 biographies of important political and cultural figures
- In-depth stories on relevant issues across the world today
- Primary and secondary sources include almost 500 maps, noteworthy speeches, and recipes
- An Analyze section supporting student inquiry into historical dilemmas, helping them become more independent and successful researchers
- Nearly 6,600 primary and secondary sources
- Coverage ranging beyond Western civilization to ancient Africa, the Islamic world, and the East, offering a worldwide perspective
- Regularly updated feature stories that draw connections between the history being made today and its ancient and medieval origins

World History: Ancient and Medieval Eras, Release 2.0

What are the historical origins of the regional conflicts roiling the world today? Who were the earliest North Americans? How could the ancient Egyptians construct pyramids that still confound contemporary builders? This comprehensive database covers human history in all corners of the globe – from prehistoric times to the beginnings of the Renaissance. Ranging from the dawn of prehistory through the great ancient empires to the beginning of the Renaissance, World History: Ancient and Medieval Eras explores history in every corner of the globe. Overviews and activities are enhanced with thousands of authoritative primary and secondary sources, in-depth explorations, and profiles of city-states, countries, and regions of the ancient world.

With our unique access to prominent historians, users get information beyond facts and develop a deeper understanding of history, learning how to relate the events of the distant past to the ongoing development of human history. Students become more independent and successful researchers, with an interest in history and an appreciation of its importance.

Content includes:
- Nearly 6,600 primary and secondary sources
- Coverage ranging beyond Western civilization to ancient Africa, the Islamic world, and the East, offering a worldwide perspective
- Regularly updated feature stories that draw connections between the history being made today and its ancient and medieval origins
World History: The Modern Era, Release 2.0

From crises in the Middle East to civil strife across Africa to the vestiges of communism in China, South Korea, and Cuba, we live in a world where current conflicts have deep historical roots. This database offers a comprehensive electronic library of historical reference materials and interactive curricular units plus tools for enhancing lectures, creating research lists, developing student activities, and addressing different learning styles.

World History covers a broad range of topics including the evolution of modern Europe; concurrent developments in Asia, Africa, and the Islamic world; the global impact of the Industrial Revolution; and the last 100 years of conflicts and international cooperation. Organized chronologically and thematically, World History is a valuable research tool with functionality ranging from a study aid for test preparation to the sole content basis for a course.

Content includes:
- Over 7,300 primary sources, including treaties and proclamations, speeches, newsreel footage, biographies, and photographs
- Over 80 era explorations and numerous interactive study and teaching tools
- Over 250 country overviews of nations from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, including important nation-states of the past such as Bohemia and Westphalia
- In-depth coverage of the history of all regions of the world from 1500 to the present, aligned to curriculum guidelines

United States at War: Understanding Conflict and Society, Release 2.0

War is a turning point, changing the lives of leaders as well as ordinary families and citizens. Because of the role of the United States on the world stage, the effects of its wars ripple throughout the world. Whether fighting for independence, leading alliances, or defeating a global threat, when the United States goes to war, world history is shaped.

Whether investigating how the peace of World War I led to World War II or comparing U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia with the Iraq War, United States at War helps student researchers develop a deeper critical understanding of America’s history. The balanced, expert analysis models good historical thinking on 14 conflict periods that have defined our nation from its earliest beginnings to today, and helps researchers draw connections between past and present events.

Content includes:
- Complete overviews of 14 U.S.-fought wars, with timelines, causes and consequences, portraits of opponents, and links to supporting facts, figures, and primary sources
- 4,000 authoritative reference entries on important places, events, movements, ideas, artifacts, and organizations
- More than 7,000 primary sources, including photos, maps, personal accounts, and video and audio clips

Special package pricing offering savings of up to 45% per location is available when you subscribe to four, six or all eight databases.

Multiple location discounts may also apply. Ask your EBSCO sales representative for details on our Elite, Premier and Complete package options.
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